In the Market

Studies Underway to
Quantify Wicking Textiles
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“A

stick of butter, cotton bed sheets, and light bulbs carry more
quantitative information and technical specifications on their
packaging than performance apparel!” Haskell Beckham, professor in the School of Polymer, Textile and Fiber Engineering, says that
his team at the Georgia Institute of Technology has plans to change this
by making it easier for consumers to compare the performance characteristics of garments they purchase at retail.
Beckham attributes the absence of quantitative information on perf o rmance apparel to the lack of pre s s u re to provide it. He explains,
“Technical specifications would likely be present on labels if a manufacturer realized a competitive advantage for having the inform a t i o n
there, or if it was mandated by an appropriate trade or government
organization.”
Beckham admits that there are challenges associated with this project,
which include determining what technical data would be appropriate to
convey; how best to communicate the advantages to the consumer; and

how to educate the consumer about the
meaning of specific technical data.
However, the biggest difficulty may be
to get the textile industry to agree that
a common set of standards on wicking
apparel fabrics would benefit fabric
manufacturers. Nevertheless, Beckham
is convinced that the benefits for the
consumer will override these hurdles.
The testing pro c e d u re Georgia Tech is
using for its research is simple, consisting basically of an electronic scale,
which measures fluid as it wicks into a
fabric sample along vertical, horizontal
and downward directions. The intention
is to make the test widely available for
use by others, including manufacturers.
Concerning the value of the research,
Beckham notes, “A large variety of comMagnetic resonance images (MRI)
of fluid wicking into high-performmercial wicking fabrics have already
ance fabric used for sports apparel.
been characterized. Our tests have
shown large diff e rences in wicking
behavior for commercial fabrics that all claim to be wicking fabrics.”
Although Georgia Tech still has a way to go, Beckham says the team has
already gained a great deal of knowledge from the testing. The basic issue
for consumers is to have trust that the technical garments they buy will
reflect the manufacturers’ perf o rmance claims.
Considering the fact that technical textiles are produced by an innovative industry that puts a great deal of research into developing these textiles for a variety of end-use applications, these fabrics are not labeled
with any technical information. This is particularly true for performance
garments with proclaimed wicking functions.
According to Beckham, “Instead of a quantitative measure of wicking
behavior (i.e., a number with a unit), consumers get cute cartoons showing perspiration moving away from the wearer for either storage or evaporation from the outer surface of the fabric.”
Beckham points out that while these sketches do a fine job of illustrating how the garments function, they are completely useless in comparing
the performance characteristics of one garment to another.
Therefore, the consumer never really knows what they have. If they find
a garment with a combination of properties they like, it tends to be
almost impossible to find a comparable one in the future.
Beckham states, “From my own experience, some of the garments sold
with proclaimed special wicking properties exhibit horrible wicking
behavior. Such experiences make it difficult for consumers to trust the
large number of manufacturers selling the garments. If I can buy light
bulbs with some indication of their brightness, why then can’t I purchase
a technical garment with some relative indication of its wicking behavior?”
For more information on this project, please contact Haskell Beckham
(haskell.beckham@ptfe.gatech.edu) at Georgia Institute of Technology. F
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